Abstract. One result of the recent advances in different components of imaging systems technology is that these systems have become more resolution-limited and less noise-limited. The most useful tool utilized in characterization of resolution-limited systems is the modulation transfer function (MTF). Our goal is to use the MTF as an image quality measure of image compression implemented by the JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts Group) algorithm and transmitted MPEG (Motion Picture Experts Group) compressed video stream through a lossy packet network. Although we realize that the MTF is not an ideal parameter with which to measure image quality after compression and transmission due to the nonlinearity shift-variant process, we examine the conditions under which it can be used as an approximated criterion for image quality. The advantage of using the MTF of the compression algorithm is that it can be easily combined with the overall MTF of the imaging system.
Introduction
Applications that require the transmission of digitally captured images from a remote computer or server through a computer network has become common in various fields today, such as Video on Demand ͑VoD͒, video conferencing, distance learning, and military imagery. Such applications involve the incorporation of both digital transmission and imaging systems. The combination of these two systems demands suitable tools for characterizing the image quality at the observer site. The purpose of this paper is to study the effect of the transmission subsystem on the image quality according to a system-level analysis approach. The amount of video information is in general substantial and therefore it must be compressed before it can be sent through the network. As a result, the bandwidth requirements are reduced and the utilization of network resources is increased.
Any communication network that involves transmission of digital images is confronted with two basic problems. The first is that all lossy compression techniques distort and delay the signal. Degradations result from quantization and subdivision to blocks, which are irreversible processes during encoding. The usual coding artifacts appear as small stains around edges ͑mosquito noise͒, blurring of textured area and visible block boundaries in almost uniform areas.
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In this paper, we consider two compression algorithms: the Joint Picture Experts Group ͑JPEG͒ designed for still images compression and the Motion Picture Experts Group ͑MPEG͒ designed for video compression. The second problem is that information may be altered or lost during transmission, due to buffer overflow and channel noise. For compressed bit streams, this loss can lead to visual distortion at the decoder site. There are two kinds of transmission errors: random bit errors and erasure errors. Random bit errors are caused by imperfect physical channels and result in bit inversion, bit insertion, and bit deletion. The used coding would determine the impact of bit errors: deep compressed signals would be affected more by bit errors. Erasure errors can be caused by packet loss, burst errors in storage media due to physical defects, or short time system failures.
2 In Sec. 4, two types of error models are applied to the communication channel simulation: the burst model and the independent identical distribution ͑IID͒ model. These two models represent the most common errors that may occur in a real communication network. The burst errors typically occur due to network congestion and the IID error model represents losses that may occur due to random noise in the channel.
In this paper, the transmission system is considered as a component of an overall imaging system that takes the image from the object plane to the observer. In a system engineering approach, it is important to determine final image quality or to design the system for a given required image quality. This requires quantitative criteria with which to define image quality. An engineering tool very appropriate for *This paper is a revision of a paper presented at the SPIE conference on Mathematics of Data/Image Coding, Compression, and Encryption II, July 1999, Denver, CO. The paper presented there appears ͑unrefereed͒ in Proceedings of SPIE Vol. 3814.
